Testing the utility of mod scores and sib-pair analysis to detect presence of disease susceptibility loci.
Linkage analyses and association studies were employed to detect disease susceptibility loci leading to elevated Q1 levels in Problem 2B. Phenotypes were defined to be the dichotomous affection status, the quantitative value for Q1, and Q1 adjusted for covariates. The method of mod-scores (for the dichotomous phenotype) and the Haseman-Elston sib-pair test on the dichotomous and quantitative phenotypes were used to screen for linkage of disease susceptibility genes to 367 markers. These analyses were performed on a sample ascertained from the first 60 replicates. The mod-score method detected linkage to MG1, MG2, and MG3 with scores of 1.5, 5.0, and 1.6 respectively. Sib-pair analysis using quantitative phenotypes signaled linkage only to the area surrounding MG1; the dichotomous phenotype detected linkage only to MG2. Association studies used ANOVA on all founders in the first 60 replicates and ASSOC on the ascertained families and on a subset of families from the 60 replicates but only confirmed an association to MG1. In conclusion, the mod-score method may be a useful tool for genomic screens.